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The Poor & 
The Workhouse

Hawkwell Village U3A
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History of Welfare 
 Since the 16thC laws enacted to provide for the poor

 In 1601 Queen Elizabeth passed The Old Poor Law

 Each parish were responsible for looking after their own 
poor

 They collected money from householders – known as 
poor rates

 Spent on 
 ‘Out’ Relief
 Housing for the ‘blameless’ poor or elderly
 Some workhouses – usually bigger parishes

….but it was all very expensive
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‘Outdoor Relief’ v ‘Indoor Relief’
“outdoor relief (or ‘Out-relief’) was 

assistance in the form of money, food, 
clothing or goods, given to alleviate 

poverty without the requirement that the 
recipient enter an institution.”

“Recipients of indoor relief were required 
to enter a workhouse or poorhouse.”
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History of Welfare 
1662 Settlement Act

 This stated that a person had to have a 'settlement' in order to obtain 
relief from a parish. This could be secured by:

 birth in the parish where parents had settlement

 marriage (in the case of a woman)

 working in the parish for a year and a day

 hold parish office

 rent property more than £10 p.a. 

 pay taxes on a property worth more than “10 p.a.

 previously received poor relief in that parish

 have served a full 7 year apprenticeship to a settled resident

 They could be ‘removed’ within 40 days of arrival

 After 1691 give 40 days notice before moving to a parish 4
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History of Welfare 
1662 Settlement Act

 Allowed the parish to eject people from the parish

 The Settlement Laws caused problems because they
 hindered the free movement of labour

 prevented men from leaving overpopulated parishes in search of 
work

 led to short contracts say 51 weeks. 

 A man might live in a parish for 25 years and still not be eligible

 Not removed from statute books until 1948
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History of Welfare 
 Using workhouse could reduce the poor rate by half

 2,000 workhouses by the 1770s

 Between 20-50 inmates in each

 Typical daily adult workhouse rations in the 1750s:

Some parishes were more 
sympathetic towards their 
poor than others……

7oz Meat (without bones) 

2oz Butter

4oz Cheese

1lb Bread

2pts Beer
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18thC Workhouse Menu
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‘Settlement Examination’
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‘Settlement Certificate’
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‘Removal Order’
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Poor Law Unions
 In 1834 parishes were grouped into Poor Law Unions

 Collection of say 20-30 parishes

 Each Union run by a Board of Guardians

 Day-to-day management of workhouse supervised by a 
workhouse master & matron

 Large workhouse – deterrents

 Uniform across the country

 Monotonous with strict rules

Things changed in 1834 
with the creation of the 
poor law commission
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Union Workhouses
 Entry was voluntary

 Supposed to be the whole family went in together

 Formal entry and discharge procedures
 Medical
 Given workhouse uniform
 Leave at any time with permission
 Would be charged with stealing if took uniform
 Classified and segregated
 Little contact with other groups

Things got better over time e.g. elderly got books and 
snuff, but it was always regarded with ‘shame’ to 
have to resort to the workhouse
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Workhouse Life post-1834

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SeiyN_TEE0
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Southend Standard 12 Sept 1889 Essex Standard 30 Dec 1899
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Chelmsford Chronicle 12 July 1895

Chelmsford Chronicle 4 June 1897
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“In large groups of enclosed people who were not allowed 
out, infectious diseases spread like wildfire. For example, 
in the 1880s in a workhouse in Kent, it was found that in a 
child population of one hundred and fifty-four, only three 
children did not have tuberculosis.”

― Jennifer Worth, Shadows of the Workhouse
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Essex Newsman 28 April 1894
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End of the Workhouse
 Board of Guardians abolished 1/4/1930

 Control passed to council or became local hospitals

 Many subsumed in NHS in 1948

 Others became council-run old people’s homes
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More Information
Most comprehensive website on the subject is:
www.workhouses.org.uk
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Questions
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